Planned activities in GREEN JOBS
Madrid Ministerial Resolution 1

Forest sector in the center of Green Economy

• Develop **guidelines on the promotion of green jobs** in the forest sector in the region.

• Exchange of knowledge and experience in education and training systems and in particular **requirements for new skills** for forest workers, forest managers and forest owners, in collaboration with the relevant institutions, with a view to identifying possible pan-European recommendations to this end.

• Explore possibilities for applying **gender mainstreaming** to the above mentioned pan-European activities.
FOREST EUROPE Work Programme (2016-2020)

GREEN JOBS

Activities 4.3.1 and 4.3.2: **New skills and Green jobs**

– **Expert Group** on green jobs, education and training systems

– **Workshop** on new skills and green jobs

– Preparation of **pan-European Guidelines** for promotion of green jobs in the forest sector
Activities 4.3.1 and 4.3.2: New skills and Green jobs

Thematical focus

- Identification of new skills
  - Skills for jobs in innovative technologies within forest based bio-economy
  - Skills for professions related to ecosystem services provision (recreation, eco-tourism, human health, forest pedagogics)
  - Other training areas (communication and negotiation skills for public participation and cross sectoral dialogue, wider ecosystem approaches, environmental ethics,...)
- Occupational health and safety
- Gender issues
- Migrant workers and long-term unemployed
- Other social issues
- Monitoring and reporting
FOREST EUROPE Work Programme (2016-2020)

GREEN JOBS

Activities 4.3.1 and 4.3.2: **New skills and Green jobs**

**Time frame**

- Establishment of the Expert Group – **end of 2016**
- Organisation of the Workshop on Green jobs education and training system – **2017**
- Draft Guidelines on the promotion of green jobs in the forest sector – **2018**
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